Contact: Ingrid Sloan

Departments

Ingrid.Sloan@emaun.ac.edu.au

Visit the Tiger Kingdom and a visit to Tiger Kingdom.

School children, other activities may include bamboo rafting.

Markets, temples, schools, etc.

Tour group through Thailand and visit remote hill tribe villages.

Games, sports, dancing and storytelling.

Helping through the neighboring school to help the students learn English through

Always baby elephants to play with. You will also visit the

Elephant Rescue and Conservation. The Royal

Elephant and be part of practical elephant conservation with your

Program. This allows you to form a personal relationship with your

Elephant to ride, feed, and interact with.

Fly to Bangkok and be involved in a working elephant village in

Thailand.

Work with children and

Elephants and Children

Vanuatu

Show and a local church service under the guidance of Latitudes

Spring, kayaking, snorkeling, shopping, beaches, a feast and the

and true Vanuatuan life like the locals. Visit Efate Island, waterfalls, hot

some time will be spent in the local community with small projects.

Cleaning in the schools. After the devastation of Cyclone Pam in 2015

Readers, writing tools, and sports equipment, some maintenance and

Teaching and interacting with students, distributing gifts including

have the opportunity to help cut local schools with reading.

Fly to Port Vila and take this as the base for the time away. You will

local island activities.

The Vanuatu trip will have a focus on helping local schools and some

Working with children and an Island Setting

Thailand